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Abstract
This explains the conclusions found with our sh classication project and suggests ways in which
the project could be improved and extended.
We ran the images rst with the ideal background at 4 levels of noise and then again with the background
subtracted o and almost ideal. The ideal cases have better values than the background values and random
noise on the images eects the accuracy dramatically. It is interesting that as noise is added the length/width
ratio test fails early and since trout is based heavily on this test we receive more error there. Even with little
error, poor picture quality eects the performance.
The project was overall a success because it was able to detect most of the sh pictures correctly. Several
of the tests even stood up well as noise was added to the system, although several did not work very will
with large amounts of noise. This is a feasable system to install someplace, though, if it had a bit of work
to focus it on exact sh that would be found in that area and thus could have the tolerance values adjusted
a bit.
Another large source of error for this project was the pictures that were used to test. Pictures were just
taken from the internet and many were not as close to actual test cases as we would have liked. The picture
quality was so low on some pictures that they couldn't even be detected with no noise. If the system was
installed someplace, much more standardized pictures could be taken and thus, results would be expected
to improve.
The project could also be improved by altering some of the threshold values used. With massive amounts
of testing, and more test cases, ideal threshold values for several of the tests could be experimented with and
found to improve the exact accuracy of the tests, even though the process is still good. Also, the weights of
the dierent tests could be changed so that the tests that hold up better with large amounts of noise were
more important in the decision process than the tests that only work will with low noise.
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1 Future Improvements
The future improvments are as follows:

•
•
•
•

Noise Filtering Images  Noise Errors at Many Levels
Dierent Species  Other Fish types Yield Other Possibilities
Moving Images - How Fish Swim and The Motion Vectors
Matched Filter Techniques  Possible Tracking of Exact Fish
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